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Glimpses of Life in Colombia,
From a Motorcycle
I recently joined a motorcycle adventure tour in Colombia, organized by Motolombia. Three of us riders
were led by an experienced MotoCross guy named Esteban. Part of his task was to show us as much as
possible of Colombian culture along the way: the people, the food, the exotic fruits and other plants.
This story is more about Colombia, less about the motorcycling.
I’ve been working hard on my Spanish so I was
able to converse fairly easily with people I met,
at least on simple subjects.
The ride started in Cali, and was to be a 14-day
loop around the Central Andes Range, the
backbone of Colombia. Due to crashes on
rough roads my trip was cut short to only 5
days. But that time was filled with
unforgettable sights and experiences.
Cali is a proud and lively city, though not a
pretty one like Medellin. It calls itself the “Salsa
Capital of the World”. I took a free Salsa dance
lesson, where I was the only student of
teachers Luis and Alexandra:

In Cali and all other cities,
motorcycles squeeze into
every space between the
bigger vehicles. Deathdefying stunts wherever you
look, but nobody seems to
get hurt.
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Street intersections attract musicians
and jugglers, who perform for coins
while the light is red. All the drivers
seem to enjoy this, and most are willing
to pay.

One large plaza is devoted to a few dozen “secretary stations,” where a man with an ancient typewriter
bangs out documents for the presumably illiterate customers.
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Fried corn and
plantains are
available anywhere
on the street.

A miniature sugar cane press squeezes out fresh cane juice on
demand, very popular.
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Fruit stands everywhere. Many of the fruits are virtually
inedible, but raised to make sweetened cold drinks, like Lulo,
Chorondura, and Maracuya. I tasted raw Chorondura at a
stand, it was like a very bitter dried up potato.
My favorite drink was “Lulo juice”, tangy like pineapple and
lime together, absolutely unique flavor.
Avocado is a favorite, on the streets and in every restaurant.

The Church of La Merced, ca. 1580, showing native women
adoring the Virgin and Child.
And corridors leading to tropical courtyard.
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The park at Collina de
San Antonio overlooks
the city, is full of
families, entertainers
and vendors until late
evening.

We stop at Popoyan for lunch, roadside.

I had a tasty and filling tripe/tendon stew, with fresh
“maracuya” juice, something like orange/pineapple with a hint
of bitterness. I had been warned to avoid fruit drinks unless
carefully made with bottled water, and on no account to eat
fresh salads.

The warnings came from Colombian
friends and an acquaintance recently
returned from there, who had
suffered from food poisoning for 3
days. I mostly ignored the warnings,
especially for the exotic fruit drinks,
and got away with it.
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A typical town along the main “highway,” here in the Magdalena Valley, below.

In the smaller villages the road is usually dirt, and animals of all kinds are loose on the road: horses,
cows, chickens, and worst of all dogs. Dogs of all ages roam the street, dodging traffic casually at the last
second. Some sleep right at the edge of the traffic lane. In one small town a dog was fast asleep on a
speed bump, blocking our way. We had to stop inches before him, and had to get out and wake him up.
Below: horses in a village
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A specialty in the
South near Mocoa
is guinea-pig,
roasted on a
skewer. I managed
to skip this
delicacy; the others
found it unpleasant
as you begin at the
animal’s head, and
the taste was
vaguely like
chicken.

The rough road
between Pasto and
Mocoa is called
“The Trampoline of
Death” and it
almost did me in.
One too many
crashes here
foreshortened my
trip. Both ankles
were twisted and I
could hardly use
my right side due
bruised ribs and
shoulder.
But I was lucky to
still continue on to
San Agustin, one of
the most famous
archaeological sites
in South America.
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Carlos was hired to haul me and
the crashed motorcycle from
Mocoa to San Agustin, 8 hours
of slow travel. His windshield
says, “Jesus guides my way,”
and “Jesus is my shepherd.”

Typical family travel, all over Colombia:
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Typical roadside café, where I stopped
for lunch with Carlos.

In San Agustin we walked for several miles through the botanic park preserve where the famous ancient
stone monuments were discovered.
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I thought this was a banana tree but Esteban said the whole plant was a large orchid.
(For those noticing my shirt did not change, we packed only 2 shirts in the small saddlebag and did
laundry along the way)

Several dozen of these unique stone statues
were discovered here, ranging in date from
100 BCE to about 600 CE. They were probably
burial markers, not sure. They slightly
resemble the monumental statues of Easter
Island.
The flat arms are sometimes gripping a
weapon, a child, or some geometric object.
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Some of the carved faces are vaguely like
extraterrestrials, but I won’t go there.

An exquisite pre-Columbian gold statuette was hidden
away in a dark room in a little family museum in the
San Agustin park.

The cheerful “Mom” running the place laughed that her
daughters sold off two others like this so they could go to
college. Though the government now supports little private
museums like this, apparently at one time you could sell
things found on your property.

San Agustin is near
the source of the
two great
Colombian rivers,
the Cauca and the
Magdalena. Here is
the Magdalena
Valley, very near
the source:

We hiked up and
down the very
steep valley walls,
to observe
cascades, more
ancient statues,
and the 2-meter
wide canyon at the
source.
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The enclosed
market place
of San
Agustin was
full of exotic
fruits and
vegetables,
most of
which I don’t
recognize.
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At one of the
many food stalls
in the market,
this very nice
lady served us a
huge lunch, and
treated us like
family. We had
pasta soup with
a beef knuckle,
fried plantains,
and a deep-fried
chicken,
garnished with
fresh avocado
and picant salsa.
Rice is
ubiquitous, but
kinda blah in
taste.

She broke up the chicken into pieces for us.

The one complaint I have is about the bread in
Colombia. It’s awful. Inside, it’s dry and coarse
and tasteless, while the crust is just mushy. Even
our guide Esteban had to agree. He lamely
insisted the “cheese rolls” are good, but that’s
not bread to me.
Also they all love their “Arepa” toastettes: flat
bread oiled and grilled. For me only the oiling
and grilling makes it edible. (file photo).
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Almost everybody I met in Colombia was friendly, usually breaking into a big smile as soon as I would
approach. When I had drivers helping me, like Luis and Carlos, they were treated like family wherever
we stopped.
In one incident, the truck hauling my broken motorcycle
behind us hit a pothole that sent the bike flying out of its
harness.
I was disabled and Luis could not re-load it alone.

A motorcycle with two guys and a table came along, Luis
yelled “Amigos!” with a wave and they immediately pulled
over.

After re-loading, the guys refused payment with a big smile
and rode off.
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Luis hauled me and the motorcycle over the Central Range back to Cali, on a torturous dirt road. The
ruts and potholes limited our speed to about 10mph most of the way. The route passed through the
large national nature park called “Páramo (alpine meadow) de Puracé.” A volcano is in the background,
though I was not able get a better picture:
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Even the biggest trucks had to use this tiny bad road, creating more challenges for motorcyclists.

Epilogue:
Luis hauled me back to Cali. There was a brief hope that I might recuperate from my bruises in time to
rejoin the riders for the end of the trip. I so much wanted to see Barichara and other beautiful places in
the Andes foothills. But logistics of getting a replacement bike delivered over the mountains were bad.
And I knew I couldn’t handle the rough off-road riding, being stiff all over and pretty lame on the right
side. One rainstorm would have finished me.
So I flew home to Philadelphia early, just in time to get my flight canceled: the snow-cyclone event of
3/2/2018 had shut down Philadelphia. I sat up all night in a Miami airport chair, then flew the next day
but spent 3 hours locating my checked bag like so many other stranded travelers. I finally arrived home
only to find the driveway totally blocked by two downed trees. The house was surrounded by 5” of wet
snow and the power had been off for a day, so no heat or water.
But all was OK. I got a shower at the Y, a quick x-ray at the ER confirmed nothing was broken, and our
little Honda generator was running the oil burner and taking the chill off the house.
In spite of the drawbacks my trip to Colombia was a wonderful experience, and I can’t wait to return to
see what I missed.
Doug Raymond, Ambler PA 3/12/2018

